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Moscow is not a destination reached by any ocean
Cruise Lines. However, while on a Baltic cruise you
have a chance to spend a full day exploring Red Square,
the Kremlin and other Moscow highlights. What an
opportunity!
When will you ever be so close to Moscow again?
Our representative will meet and greet you in the St. Petersburg terminal, holding a sign “Tour De Force”. Then you will be
transferred to the airport. After a flight (1.5 hours) meet your personal local Moscow guide who will assist you to the express
train followed by a relaxing (1h) ride as you make your way to downtown Moscow.
On your arrival in Moscow begin your exploration of the city. Stroll through the legendary Red Square, the site of many
marches and celebrations during Communist era, and the famous GUM department store, watch the changing of the guard,
admire the magnificent St. Basil’s Cathedral, pass through Lubyanka Square and the headquarters of the former KGB.
Learn about an architectural style dubbed «Stalin Gothic» and the skyscrapers known as «Seven Sisters» recognizable by
their tapered towers. Architecturally, Moscow ranges from Russian 17th century onion-shaped churches to American-style
skyscrapers from the 1930s.
Proceed to the Kremlin, Russia’s mighty political powerhouse, the seat of the Russian President. During the guided walk
through the grounds of the Kremlin you will see government buildings, gold-domed cathedrals and the Tsar’s bell – the largest
bell that never rang!
Within the 15th century Kremlin fortress, you will visit the stunning Byzantine-style Assumption Cathedral, the oldest and
the most important church in the Kremlin where tsars were selected and crowned, decrees were read and solemn events
celebrated.
Explore the opulent collection at the Armory museum that contains Russian treasures including court regalia, jewelry,
coronation gowns, armor, golden carriages, and some of the fabulous Easter eggs created for the Tsars by Faberge.
Take a walk around the recently open Zaryadye park located by the Moscow river, just a stone`s throw from Red Square
and Kremlin. Its landscape, the floating bridge, and numerous attractions will not leave you indifferent. You will also take a
ride on the underground and see the Moscow Metro stations that were built during Stalin’s rule as «palaces for the people».
The decoration of the stations takes everyone by surprise: mosaics and statues, stained glass panels and chandeliers. After
the exciting metro ride, board a high-speed train and travel through the Russian countryside for the approximate four hours
ride into St. Petersburg. Food is served onboard at an additional cost. Upon arrival in St. Petersburg you will be met at the train
station and transferred to the ship.
Important: This trip to Moscow is operated on Day 1 and only for cruise ships arriving not later than at 7 am and staying in
St. Petersburg not less than 2 days. Exploration of Moscow is going to be on foot and by Metro.
This excursion involves substantial walking and standing. It is recommended that guests wear flat, comfortable shoes.
Upgrade to 1st class train is possible (meals on train included).
ITINERARY

ITINERARY

7:00 Pick up at cruise pier
8:00 Transfer to airport
10:40 Flight to Moscow
11:55 Arrival to Moscow
12:30 Express to downtown
14:00 Red Square walking

15:30 Kremlin
16:30 Armory
18:00 Metro tour
19:30 High-speed train
23:30 Arrival in St.Petersburg
23:35 Transfer to the port

Inclusions: Private Vehicle for transfers in St. Petersburg, Private guide
in Moscow for 7 hours, Entrance fees as per itinerary, Metro tokens,
Express tickets, Flight tickets, Train tickets, Assistance to the airport in
St. Petersburg

Please pay special attention to cancellation policy for this tour:
1. At any time an Administration Fee of $30 per person will apply
2. Less than 120 days, you will be charged 50% of the cost of your tour.
3. Less than 5 days, you will be charged 100% of the cost of your tour.
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Private
• Timing is approximate and order of sights may vary

All prices are in USD
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Tour De Force Travel Company
191028, Russia, St. Petersburg, Mokhovaya st., 10A, 6N
tel +1 (646) 4010176 (USA), +44 (20) 71933535 (UK), tel/fax: +7 (812) 655 02 88 (Russia)
e-mail: info@tourdeforce.travel | web: www.tourdeforce.travel

17-22

upon request

ABOUT US
Tour De Force is a licensed tour operator in Russia (MBT #010431) and authorized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian
Federation to provide services to foreign visitors.
“Tour De Force” is defined in the dictionary as “A feat accomplished through exceptional skill and ability”.
We are inspired to live up to our name in everything we do. Since 2000, Tour De Force has focused on providing the highest level of
services for both cruise passengers and land travelers.
At Tour De Force, we specialize in helping you escape the crowds and lines, offering personalized tours designed to meet your needs
and exceed your expectations.
Our guides are carefully selected for their deep knowledge of history and art, their fluent command of various languages and their
outgoing personalities. They are able to jump queues at busy sites, linger a little longer at special places and allow to relax where
necessary. They are committed to your safety and comfort at all times.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Payment
A deposit of 20% of the cost of the tour is required in order to hold a reservation. Final payment is due no later than 10 days prior to
the date of your tour. However, we advise you to make full payment. All prices are stored in Russian roubles and when converted into
$/Euros are subject to change due to currency fluctuations. For this reason, the total price shown in the invoice is guaranteed within
three days from the date of issue of the invoice; a 20% deposit guarantees only reservation but does not fix the total amount.
Tour De Force accepts major credit cards - Visa and MasterCard.

Confirmation
After receipt of payment we will make a reservation. Confirmation and Tour ticket (blanket visa) is then sent to you via email.

Cancellation policy
1. At any time an Administration Fee of $30 per person will apply for cancellations for your reason. In addition, the company reserves
the right to charge 5% of the total cost in relation to bank charges.
2. Less than 14 days before a tour, you will be charged 20% of the cost of your tour.
3. Less than 3 days, you will be charged 100% of the cost of the tour.
4. Cost of theatre, train and airline tickets is not refundable.
5. If you cancel your private booking while other members of your party remain on the tour you will be refunded the difference in cost
based on the revised numbers.
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Tour start time. Generally our tours start at 09:00 a.m. if no other time is mentioned.
Our most popular tours

Activity Level
Easy These excursions include walking for short distances over relatively level terrain, possibly with cobblestones
or a few steps.

Moderate These slightly more active excursions involve an increased amount of physical activity such as substantial
walking over uneven terrain, climbing stairs or extended periods of standing.

Strenuous These tours require extensive walking over long distances. Not advisable for guests with mobility
limitations.

